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An Education Programme for
5 Continents and 140 member Nations

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Quality Assurance

•

A role-based competency framework for Coaches, Officials, Umpires & Executives

•

Each strand has a clear educational pathway

•

Each element is certificated for Attendance or Award

•

Flexibility in delivery to be as wide reaching as possible

•

A significant on-line resource that underpins the face to face courses

•

A well trained, knowledgeable and competent Educator/Trainer workforce

•

A programme that supports CFs & NAs to achieve the Hockey2024 strategic objectives
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ABOUT THE FIH ACADEMY
Framework

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Trained,
Professional
Educators

Role based
Competency

LEARNER
CENTRED

Inclusive

LEARNING TYPES
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MENTORING

FACE TO
FACE
COURSES

WORKSHOPS
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EDUCATION PATHWAY
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COACHING PATHWAY
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NA/CF
PROJECT
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MODULE 2
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MODULE 1
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MODULE 3

FINAL
MODULE 1

FINAL
MODULE 3

FOUNDATION GOALKEEPING

INTEGRATING GOALKEEPERS
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ONLINE SESSION 1

TECHNICAL SKILLS
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CASE STUDIES

ONLINE SESSION 2
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LEADERSHIP & MENTORING

HP MANAGEMENT

ONLINE SESSION 3

SESSION DESIGN

TALENT IDENTIFICATION

HOCKEY DEVELOPER

ONLINE SESSION 4
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COACHING PATHWAY MATRIX
L1C

L2C

L3C

L4C

L5C

L6C

Award

Foundation
Coach

Participation
Coach

Talent
Coach

Performance
Coach

High Performance
Coach

Elite
Coach

Environment

Community

Regional

National

International

Continental

World

Target Group

For novice coaches, teachers
and volunteers at a Start level in
schools and clubs

For coaches and teachers at
Start and Play levels in schools
and clubs

For coaches at Play and Stay
levels working with club senior
or national youth and/or leading
club programmes

Pre-requisite

None

FIH L1
NA Equivalence

FIH L2
NA Equivalence

FIH L3
NA Equivalence

FIH L4

FIH L5

Type

Online OR F2F

Online OR F2F plus 1x
workshop

Online & F2F
4xWorkshops

Online & F2F
5xWorkshops

Online & F2F
4xWorkshops

Online & F2F

6 hrs

24hrs + home tasks

48hrs + home tasks

65 hrs + home tasks

122 hrs (over 1 year)

2 year personal programme

6hrs (online course)
OR 1 day (6hrs) (F2F)

14 hrs (online course)
4 hrs (assessment)
6 hrs (online workshops)
• Foundation Goalkeeping
• Technical Skills
OR 3 days (21hrs) (F2F course)

15 hrs (online course)
12 hrs (online workshops)
• Session Design
• Integrating Goalkeepers
• Game Analysis
• Power of Principles
3 days (21hrs) (F2F)

22 hrs (online course)
15 hrs (online workshops)
• Game Tactics
• Strategies for Principles
• Leadership & Mentoring
• Talent Identification
• Sport Science
4 days (28hrs) (F2F course)

24 hrs (online course)
21 hrs (online workshops)
• Game Analysis 2
• Case Studies
• HP Management
• Hockey Developer
35 hrs (Academic Paper)
6 days (42hrs) (F2F course)

Online Sessions
Online Mentoring
Academic Paper
Seminar Presentation
Final Course - 6 days (42hrs
(F2F Course)

FIH, CF, NA

FIH

FIH

FIH

FIH

Duration
(Minimum)

Organiser

FIH, CF, NA

Notes

May be delivered online or F2F by CFs, NAs and LACs
as detailed above.
The L1C is available for 11s, Indoor and Hockey5s
formats.

For coaches at Stay levels
working with Top club senior or
national team programmes

For coaches at Stay levels
working with senior national
programmes

For coaches at Stay levels
leading senior national
programmes

May only be organised by FIH Academy. In most cases this will be in partnership with CFs and a host NA

FIH Academy
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“Coaching is about releasing a person`s potential to maximise their own performance.
It is about facilitating an environment that helps them learn”
Philosophy
World class hockey athletes are able to make and apply
impactful decisions in game play under pressure. Training
players to be consistently successful in their application of
an individual task within an every changing environment is
the ultimate goal of any coach.
Our philosophy is to develop coaches who are able to
facilitate a training environment in which players can
develop their ability to recognise multiple options, make
appropriate task decisions, and complete a task with
technical competence.
For simplicity, the development of a hockey player may be
considered as physical, mental, technical or tactical. These
areas of individual knowledge, understanding and
competence, together with the environment and the task
being performed, are the constraining factors in
performance.
We believe that possessing a knowledge and application of
fundamental technical hockey skills will enable a player to
adapt more quickly to game constraints, and to have a
broader range of options available to them in any given
task. Whilst every player will evolve and adapt differently,
having a core set of fundamental technical skills will
generally provide a solid starting base.

Hockey is the most difficult individual sport! The technical
and tactical skill set we demand of our players is
significantly higher than nearly all other team sports, and
many individual sports.
A player with the ball can make more than one decision
i.e. dribbling, engaging a defender/s, OR pass. Within
those decisions are a multitude of potential tasks, e.g.
pass with a hit, pass with an arial, pass with a push. The
training environment should teach the player when and
what is the best decision.
Young players need to learn adaptable individual, motor
and athletic skills applied effectively in a game
environment. That does not mean dont play games, on
the contrary, everything shoud be game-like, but the
focus will change as players develop.
Technical skills and Game environment come first tactics come later.
FIH Academy
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Effective Hockey skills start with a correct grip
In a golf lesson the pro will demonstrate the various grips that are used to execute the different shots. The
same is true with tennis, cricket, baseball, lacrosse, and almost all racquet, bat or stick sports. Hockey is
all of these and more.
Through game play, some young players will organically discover techniques to apply situationally
effective skills. Many young players will struggle to ever find a consistently effective outcome for many
skills without the proper guidance of a good technical coach. An incorrect grip will often result in a bad
execution of a skill.
As soon as a player starts to make decisions, they are essentially learning tactics. Having a strong
technical base will increase the number of options a player has and therefore the number of potential
successful decisions they can make.
An incorrect grip will lead to inconsistent skills and to limited tactical options.
This chapter will introduce the fundamental grips of hockey, the skills for which they may be used and the
importance of changing grip as the skill changes.

The Fundamental Grips of Hockey
Basic Grip | Double V Grip | One Handed Grip | Open Face Grip | Pancake Grip
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Basic Grip
This grip is used to execute most basic skills like dribbling and
receiving.
The Basic Grip can be easily checked when players perform an
Indian Dribble or use a backhand to change direction.
Left hand
Backhand grip (‘You can see your watch’)
The V between thumb and index finger along the back of the stick
and at the top of the handle. (See image)
All fingers firm around the stick, including the thumb.
Right hand
'Shake hands' grip, all fingers around the stick.
Right index finger along the stick.
This hand is loose when the stick turns.
Both hands
Separated, towards the top and base of the handle.
Skills:
Receiving - dribbling - Indian Dribble - push - rebounds - reverse
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Basic Grip

Thumb on the stick

Index finger on the stick

Thumb on the stick

Index finger around the stick

V in front

Common Errors

LEFT HAND

RIGHT HAND
15
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Double V Grip
Left hand
V-Grip, the V between thumb and index finger down the inside
edge of the stick (see image)
Hand at top of the handle
All fingers firm around the stick

Right hand
V-Grip, all fingers around the stick
The ‘V’ between thumb and index finger just to the right of the tip
Both hands
Together to work as a unit, hands together

Skills:
Full hit - sweep hit
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One Handed Grip
One Handed Dribble
Tip of the stick is DOWN

Left hand
Tip of the stick points down
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger along the outside
edge of the stick (see image)

Skills
One handed dribble - Steal
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One Handed Grip
One Handed Block - Backhand
Left hand
Tip of the stick points DOWN
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger along the
outside edge of the stick (See image)
One Handed Block - Forehand
Left hand
Tip of the stick points UP
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger opposite the
tip of the stick (see image below)
Skills
One handed Block tackle
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One Handed Grip
One Handed Shave Tackle

Left hand
Open stick face
The V between thumb and index finger
along the front face of the stick
V-Grip on top of the stick (see image)
All fingers firmly around the stick

Skills
Shave - Jab
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Open Face Grip
Left hand
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger
along the front face of the stick (see
image)

Right hand
All fingers around the stick

Both hands
Separated, about two hands in
between
Skills
Backhand slide
Blow - Scoop
Keep the ball in the air
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Pancake Grip
(aka Frying Pan Grip)

Left hand
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger
along the front face of the stick (see
image)

Right hand
All fingers around the stick, the V is
also along the front face of the stick

Both hands
Linked together, working as one unit
Skills
Low backhand shot
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Changing Grips
Grip Management
It is important to note that the left hand grip changes between different skills.

To change into Double V Grip:

Many errors occur where players do not change grips correctly. This can result
in the stick being too open or too closed when executing the next skill.

• Hold the stick with the right hand
• Turn the left hand anti clockwise until the V is along the inside edge
of the stick
• Then link the right hand up with the left hand.

Especially at young ages the grip in general and the correct change of grips
need continuous reinforcement.
There are many moments when the grip changes.
Most of the time the right hand is used to hold the stick while the left hand
changes grip. After the left hand has changed the right hand follows.

E.g. After playing a sweep pass the player changes to the Basic Grip to
be able to receive the ball again:
The right hand goes down the stick again, into shake hands grip
The left hand then turns clockwise again until along the back of the
stick.

For example, to order to change from Basic Grip into Double V Grip:
Basic Grip
•
•
•
•

Hands apart
Right hand ‘shake hands’ grip
Left hand all fingers around the stick
V is along the back of the stick

This change of grips is a continuous process and players and coaches
should be aware of this. Young players should be coached and
corrected until they have a full understanding of the importance of
changing grips and using the correct grip with each skill.
Four examples follow:
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Basic to Double V
This is the most common grip change as it is the change from all basic
skills such as dribbling and receiving into using the sweep or hit for
passing.
This also is the grip change that leads to most technical errors.

Dribbling, Push, Receive
Basic Grip

Hit, Sweep
Double V Grip

In the Basic Grip, the left hand is along the back of the stick, while in
the Double V Grip the left hand is along the inside edge of the stick.
Players often forget to change their left hand grip so the left hand is still
somewhere halfway between the back and tip of the stick. This results
in the stick being ‘closed’ (the tip of the stick still faces slightly forward
instead of being straight up).
The stick will be closed at the moment of impact (sweep or hit)
resulting in the ball bouncing or going to the left.
The second problem in changing from Basic Grip to Double V
Grip is that with the Basic Grip the hands are apart and with the
Double V Grip the hands should be together to be able to
work as a unit.
A common error is to show a gap between the hands when
sweeping or hitting the ball. This results in poor cooperation
between both hands, and less wrist action, resulting in lower
stick head speed and thus less ball speed
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Basic to Pancake
To play a low backhand hit (Tomahawk) a player needs to change grips
from Basic Grip (dribbling) into the Pancake Grip. The shortest way
and best way to prepare your stick for the hit is to turn the stick
clockwise ‘underneath’ the ball.
This change of grips can also sometimes result in both hands not
coming together.

Dribbling, Push, Receive
Basic Grip

Backhand hit
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Open Face to Backhand
A third example of grip change is from Open Face Grip into Backhand Grip.
For 1v1 defence we use the Open Face Grip with the open stick blade. This is often
called the ‘neutral’ stick position. From this position a defender can quickly change into
several defensive skills.
From Open Face Grip into One Handed block tackle left of the body (Stick is in the left
hand with the tip of the stick pointing down) or in front of the body (Stick is in the left
hand with the tip of the stick pointing up).
Again the right hand is used to hold the stick while the left hand changes. Once the left
hand is in position, the right hand follows.
Also, from a 1 handed Open face Grip (left hand, stick face up) when using the jab or
shave, by turning the left wrist the tip of the stick can be turned down for a Steal or 1
Hand Block tackle.
Neutral defensive stick position

Backhand Block Tackle
Low Backhand Receiving

Pancake Grip

Backhand Grip

Dribbling, Push, Receiving

Low Backhand Hit, Backhand
Slider, Neutral 1v1 position
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Basic to Open Face
To change into the ‘neutral’ position for playing a
defensive 1V1`s the grip changes from Basic grip
to Pancake Grip. The stick is turned clockwise
until the face of the stick is up. Hands are still
apart, the same as in the Basic Grip

Dribbling, Push,
Receive
Basic Grip

Backhand
Block Tackle
Low Backhand
Receiving
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Skills are the essential base for
tactical behaviour
Players first need to learn the skills for controlling a 1V1 situation.
Players need to be able to take a decision based upon the game
circumstances. They need to be able to react and anticipate on
changing field situations. Whether the choice is dribbling or engaging
the 1V1 or passing, they all require very good on the ball skills.
We made a selection of the most important basic skills.
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Moving with the ball: Forehand Dribble
Forehand full-contact dribble
Players dribbling with the ball should be encouraged to dribble with full stick-ball contact. This way they will
eventually learn, while dribbling, to look ahead of the ball.
Many players will use taps, but each tap will force them to look at the ball and they are unlikely to develop
good vision.
The image shows Eddie Ockenden (AUS) with good vision, looking for a passing option. Especially in close
space, it is essential to keep stick-ball contact to be able to react instantly to pressure or a changing game
situation.
Taking the stick off the ball will also enable opponents to steal the ball.
Grip
Basic grip
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Stick
Ball contact
Stick angle 45º
Ball
In front of the right foot
Full contact
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Moving with the ball: Indian Dribble
Forehand to backhand “tic-tak” dribble
The Indian Dribble is used to bring the ball from forehand to backhand and vice versa.
Many young players will re-grip their left hand in order to be able to play the ball with the backhand. A well executed Indian
Dribble will be played from one grip only.
Develop a quick left wrist action! The left hand turns the stick, where the right hand steers the stick.
The running rhythm needs to be independent from the stick rhythm. Experienced players will develop an A-rhythmic Indian
Dribble.
Grip
Basic Grip
The left hand turns the stick
The right hand steers the stick
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Stick
Keep the stick close to the ball
Stick angle 45º
Ball
In front of the right foot
Full contact
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Moving with the ball: One Handed
Dribble
The advantage of One Hand dribbling is the player can stay more upright and therefore run faster.
The second advantage is the player on the ball will be able to protect the ball better by placing the body
between ball and opponent.
Third, the ball is further away for the opponent to reach.
On the left side of the pitch the ball will be carried 1 handed in the left hand (tip down)
On the right side of the pitch the ball may be carried 1 handed in the right hand (tip up, image below)
Grip
One handed Grip (tip down)
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Place the body between ball and opponent
Stick
Taps or full ball contact
Stick angle 65º
Ball
Outside the left foot

Perfect example of 1 Handed
forehand
Stick is in the left hand
Tip of the stick is up
Full ball contact
Advantages are the player can
develop more running speed and
has a better vision over the field
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Moving with the ball: Roll Out
A roll-out is used to move away from pressure and can be used in a 1V1 situation to beat an opponent.
A roll-out can be done with both forehand and backhand and is an easy skill to change direction when carrying the ball.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Bend the knees to be able to make a quick turn
Arms are free from the body
Make a wide turn and keep moving
Stick
Stick angle 65º
Ball
In front of the body (to keep vision)
Full ball contact
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Moving with the ball: Lift
To create an extra player from a 1V1, players need to be very creative and, next to their on the pitch skills, need to
develop aerial skills too.
The first and simplest skill to learn is the lift. The lift can be played from forehand and backhand and should be executed
without first stopping the ball.
The best way to lift a rolling ball is to be slightly ‘outside’ the ball so it rolls easily on your stick
On water based pitches the lift can be followed by a bounce dribble.
Grip
Basic Grip
The left hand turns the stick
The right hand steers the stick
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Stick
Keep the stick close to the ball
Stick angle 45º
Ball
In front of the right foot
Full contact
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Moving the ball: Push
The push is used for passing at short distance.
Before playing the push, some players move sideways revealing the moment of passing to
their opponents. Keep running normally while playing the push.
Dribbling with ball contact (at education level) will enable the player to look over the ball but
will also enable the player to push the ball at any given moment.
Pushing the ball to the right however, will require a cross step (images right).
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Make a cross step to rotate the shoulders
Step past the ball and move body weight to the left foot
Stick
Stick angle 45º
Action
Follow through to the left
Ball
In front
Full contact
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Moving the ball: Long Handle Slap
The slap is a passing skill used to cover more distance than the push.
The slap is can be played with more precision than the long hit. The stick is swept over the
pitch and there fore the ball stays low more easily.
It is a skill that is the perfect link between the push and the long hit.
Safety is achieved with the instruction the stick needs to stay on the pitch
Grip
Double V Grip
Body
Body weight on the left foot
Left leg at 45º
Arms fully stretched
Stick
Almost flat
Tip of the stick stays up throughout the whole movement
The stick makes a circle around the left foot
Action
Stick is on the pitch in the backswing
Hand close to the left foot at impact
Follow through on the pitch
Ball
In front
At stick length
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Moving the ball: Backhand Slider
The backhand slider is used to quickly pass the ball to the right. The player slides the back of
the stick over the pitch and plays the ball with the inside edge of the stick.
Change grip from Basic Grip to Open stick Grip by turning the stick clockwise.

Grip
Open stick grip
Body
Low
Arms relaxed
Stick
Almost flat
Action
Back of the stick slides on the pitch
The ball is played with the inside edge of the stick
Ball
In front of the right foot
At stick length
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Moving the ball: Low Backhand Hit
To pass a ball from left to right over a longer distance, the low backhand is the ideal passing skill.
Players need to be able to use it from dribbling and with both right or - preferably - with left foot in
front.
The low backhand can be very useful from various areas in the field, both as pass forward or as
centre into the circle.
Be aware of the fact that - because you hit the low backhand always square - the pass angle is
determined by the foot position.
Grip
Pancake Grip
Body
Low
Arms stretched but relaxed
Stick
Almost flat
Action
The ball is played with the inside edge of the stick
Follow through is low!
Ball
In front of the right foot
At stick length
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Moving the ball: Forehand Hit
Many elements can go wrong and it is to the trainers to make sure each player is taught the forehand
Hit the correct way.
The problems with the hit basically come from three points, grip - backswing and balance.
Use the Double V grip and while shooting or passing, players always need to be sure they are using
the correct grip for the sweep and the long hit.
Each grip change - from Basic grip for dribbling to Double V grip for sweeping or hitting - needs to be
done consciously.
If trainers miss this point, players will face huge problems with their skills in general and their hitting
and sweeping in particular when it comes to tactics.
Grip
Double V grip
Body
Balance on the left foot
Body weight goes down
Stick
The stick swings back first
Stick angle 40º at impact
Action
When shooting from the left foot, make a cross step (Picture above right)
Ball
In front of the left foot
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Moving the ball: Forehand Hit
Double V grip

Bent arms

The grip has not been changed properly into the V grip,
with the left hand exactly opposite the tip of the stick.
Result is the stick is ’closed’ at impact, resulting in the
ball going to the left and / or will bounce.
To check this, observe the stick at the top of the
backswing. The tip of the stick should point in the
direction of the pass.

In the backswing, the right arms bends into the right side of the
body but the left arms stretches. Some players also bend their
left arms, which will result in a poor overall swing.

Backswing
The stick goes first. When swinging back, the stick goes
first and the hands will follow automatically. Many
players will move the hands back first resulting in the
famous ‘loop’ in the backswing. Because the hands are
there already, there is no space for the stick to swing
back and there fore it will swing forward first.

Footwork Cross step
To create speed the shoulders need to turn. Most ball speed
comes from the upper body rotation. So if a player has the time
they need to make a cross step. Many players are not aware of
this. The cross step is made by stepping with the right foot behind
the left foot and at the same time starting the backswing. The
shoulders will turn back and the stick swings up.

Balance

When swinging back the right elbow stays near the
body. Some players will lift the elbow together with the
backswing. This is called a ‘flying elbow’. The flying
elbow will prevent your stick to swing back properly,
blocking the swing and restricting the length of the
backswing.

As in all other sports balance is crucial in using skills. We will
never be able to hit the ball properly if there is no balance.
Players should be aware of the fact that while hitting, almost
100% of the bodyweight is transferred to the left foot. So after the
cross step we make a step with the left foot and then hit the ball.
The left leg has to be in balance with almost 100% bodyweight on
it. Many players will step back or lose their balance sideways
when hitting the ball. Left leg is almost 90º at impact. Some
players immediately step back to their right foot after the hit,
which reduces energy in the ball.

Breaking the wrists

Swing

At the top of the backswing the left wrist is bent to lift the
stick even further. This is called ‘breaking the wrist’ and
will create enormous stick head speed at impact when
the wrists unlock.

Follow through The arms relax with the stick swinging to the left.
Don’t point at the ball with the stick, just swing through the ball.
The right arms stretches while the left arms bends into the left
side of the body.

Flying elbow
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Keeping the ball: Forehand Receive
Always remember that the quality of receiving is influenced by the quality of the pass. So if the pass
is good, the reception will be easier. Have the stick low before the moment of receiving and let the
ball roll into the stick. While receiving the ball try to reduce the number of touches for control.
Practice from the start to receive into the direction of the next action.
This requires pre scanning of the game situation around you.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Stay low
Stick
45º
Action
Have the stick low before receiving
Eyes on the ball
Cover the ball to avoid it to bounce up
Ball
Near the right foot
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Keeping the ball: Backhand Receive
Receiving upright allows the player to keep playing and keep the speed in the game as the body position for receiving
and dribbling are similar. Receiving with a low backhand will slow the player down forcing him to lower the body position.
Be aware that outside receiving in the backhand will restrict the overview over the game situation. The advantage is that
an outside pass is very difficult to intercept and also the receiver can keep his body between opponent and ball and
therefore protect the ball.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Body in basic position
Stick
60º
Action
Have the stick low before receiving
Eyes on the ball
Cover the ball to avoid it to bounce up
Ball
Near the right foot
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Defending: Block Tackle
A block tackle can be played in several ways. The biggest difference is one- or double handed. A
block tackle is very effective for closing a player down or to protect the feet in the circle. Be sure to
have a diagonal stance to enable your self to pick up a running player.
Always start defending a 1V1 using a neutral stick position (stick blade open - open stick grip). Then
switch to one handed backhand or forehand or double handed forehand by turning the stick with the
right hand. Always focus on the proper stick position.
Grip
From Open stick grip to Basic Grip
Body
Stay low, eyes on the ball
Stick
Low at 25º
Place square on the ball line
Action
Close the player down by decreasing
the available space Beware of going to
soon to leave forehand space open or
to late to leave backhand space open
Tight grip to block and win the ball
Ball
Halfway the lower part of the stick
Therefore the stick must be low
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Defending: Steal Tackle
The steal is used mostly in tackle back situations. The defender is slightly behind the attacker
and the defender tries to ‘steal’ the ball away. The defender starts with the stick in the neutral
position, the stick face is open. The ball is then pulled away by bringing the stick over or under
the stick of the attacker.
The defender will bring the stick from double-handed grip to one-handed grip and then turns the
stick clockwise in order to turn the tip of the stick down.
Grip
From double handed Open stick grip to one
handed grip
Body
Low
Move with the attacker
If necessary apply body pressure
Stick
Over or underneath the opponents stick
Action
Turn the stick with the left wrist to point the tip down
Find ball contact, then pull the ball away from the attacker
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TERM

DESCRIPTION

ALSO KNOWN AS

Forehand
Backhand
Player space
Playing the ball
Receiving
Open receiving
Closed receiving
Tackle
Block Tackle
Jab Tackle

Playing the ball on the right hand side of the body

Front stick, forestick

Playing the ball on the left hand side of the body

Reverse stick

The distance within which a player is capable of reaching to play the ball

Playing distance

Steal Tackle

A tackle from the side of the attacker where the defender stick arrives between the attacker stick and the ball to take
it from the defender

Shave Tackle

A tackle from behind the attacker, usually the right hand side, where the defender backhand stick arrives between
the body and stick of the defender to take the ball

Turnover
Dribbling
Forehand dribble
Backhand dribble
Air Dribble
Tic-tac Dribble

When possession of the ball changes from one team to the other

A player receiving the ball, moving the ball (passing, deflecting and shooting) or moving with the ball
A player receiving the ball from another attacker or intercepting the ball from a defender

Trap

A player receiving the ball on the opposite side of their body to the start point of the ball
A player receiving the ball on the same side of their body to the start point of the ball
A defender taking the ball from an attacker in open play
A tackle where the stick is low to the ground and used as a barrier to take the ball from the attacker
A tackle where the toe of the stick is used to "jab" at the ball and take it from the attacker

Jag

A player moving with the ball
A player moving with the ball on the forehand only

Open dribble

A player moving with the ball on the backhand only

Reverse dribble

A player moving with the ball off the ground

3D dribble

A player moving with the ball whilst switching it and the stick between forehand to backhand

Indian Dribble
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TERM

DESCRIPTION

ALSO KNOWN AS

Shooting
Hit
Long handle hit
Short handle hit
"Split grip" Slap
Long handle Slap

The action of an attacker attempting to score by playing the ball towards the goal from within the circle.

Shot at goal

Striking the ball by swinging the stick through the air with a back swing and follow through

Drive

A hit with both hands at the top of the grip

Full hit

A hit with both hands at the bottom of the grip

Clip hit

A hit with hands in a "split grip", left had at the top and right hand at the bottom. With or without back swing.

Ice hockey hit, Indoor push!

A hit with both hands at the top of the grip but with the back swing and follow through mostly on the ground

Sweep

Low backhand hit

A low horizontal hit with both hands at the top of the grip on the left hand side

Argentinian backhand, Tomahawk,
Boverlander hit

High backhand hit

A high vertical hit with both hands at the top of the grip on the left hand side

Push

Moving the ball by placing the stick in directly in contact with the ball then pushing away from or across the body
along the ground.

Self-pass
Lift
Flick

A player playing the ball to themselves at a free hit or restart

Backhand Slider

A hit with the inside edge of the stick on the backhand using a split grip and with the back swing and follow through
mostly on the ground

Forehand Slider

A hit with the outside edge of the stick on the forehand and with the back swing and follow through mostly on the
ground
A movng ball glances or rebounds of a piece of playing or field of play equipment

Deflection
Injection

Raising the ball off the ground with the stick within player space using a push like action
Raising the ball off the ground with the stick further than player space and over head height using a push like action Scoop, Aerial, High ball

A pass from the back-line ba an attacker to start a penalty corner

